
 
 
 

I’ve Had A Hard Time  
Accepting  

Salvation As It Truly Is 
 
Translated into the new Heaven and Earth; 
a jarring arrival, so to speak; I have taken 
a seat on a high, high hill to steady myself 
and observe the new.   He’s wonderful. 
 
There is a lovely picture of Tony and Martha 
Den Har Tog from Australia sitting on our 
piano music stand, for several days now, but 
it has never been so beautiful as it is today.  
Something has swept over it and they are so 
very young and alive to me as never before. 
 

Swept over is the subject of my thoughts today, and I will express them 
in the simplest way as given; especially since the angels of the Lord 
have swept over everything in sight.  I would say it is the breath of the 
Father, for it has uncovered the beauty in all creation, and caused me to 
see clearly. 
 
Up to now, it has been hard to see reality.  It has been hard to see that 
everyone is young, healthy and alive; the fullness of salvation has come,  
and even hard to see that Jesus has taken away the sin, the unbelief 
from me.  It’s hard to see that all is well and everything is under your 
feet, sweet Jesus.  Nevertheless, I know that Heaven has come down 
and glory has filled my earth., because you have come in us. 

 
 
 

A PRAYER 
 

Now I pray Father, help me to see as you see.  Help me to know the 
length and breadth of salvation.  Help me to know you have taken away 
the unlovely of the world before my eyes;  all that which is not just like 
you;  the sin of separation.  Help me to know and see only one God and 
one power; one foundation and one holy city.  I know there is only one 
Spirit and one creation, for the old has passed away at the cross.  I 
declare I see it by your presence, and I know I  see the finished work 
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of Jesus for all men and  
 
 
 
 

all creation.  Take away the appearance of anything else.  Help me to  
 
know that all is Spirit; come as our hearts to stay; the ONE and only 
ONE.   
 
You said, “Where I am, you may be also”, and I witness it is true.  You 
also said, “ I will never leave you nor forsake you.”  Apparently it is clear 
therefore from your Word of truth , that we are together as one.  So here 
we are seated at the top of a hill together. 

 
Seated here, I know you have swept across the earth in a fresh 
visitation,  
 
 

 
and I see your Spirit has caused everything to twinkle resurrection new 
life to my vision. 
 
With all my baskets full, and all my heart full, I wish to thank you for the 
knowledge of the presence of  you my Savior.  Thank you for causing 
me to recognize the beauty of the all new.  I have had a hard time 
seeing everything new, but as I see you, I see it is true.  You have 
purged our conscience from all unbelief of unrighteousness, separation 
and limitation, that we see and know the I of Yourself. 
 
I wish to confess that you have come in the flesh, and that is the end of 
story.               Amen 
 
 Jim & Darling Melba        
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